
  

  

  

Containment Pyramid 
There are several ways to achieve a controlled contained 

environment. The main categories of possible containment 

strategies include: general ventilation, down flow booths – 

with or without barriers and Isolators that may – or may not 

– have transfer ports and valves. 

Deciding which system is needed at your facility will require 

a risk assessment. Assess the type of products, how dusty 

they are, how long the operators will be exposed to them 

and the quantities that will be handled. Such evaluation will 

help determine whether there will be a need for a localized 

exhaust ventilation, additional barriers or even isolators. 

It is recommended to follow the containment pyramid figure 

above. This pyramid is often used industry wide for this 

exact purpose – to determine the potential containment 

strategies.  Steps are to be followed to decide optimum 

containment solution are as follows  

Step – 1: Firstly, one has to incline the Exposure potential 

(EP) – EP1, EP 2, EP 3 or EP4 based on Quantity Handled, 

Task duration and Dustiness Potential. 

Quantity Handled - what are the quantities an operator would 

potentially have to handle? Generally, Grams are considered 

to be small quantities, kilograms – medium and large 

quantities are measured in tons. You will have to determine 

one key exposure factor. 

Dustiness Potential - The dustiness of the material is also 

crucial here. Sand-like products will have a low dustiness 

potential whereas products resembling finely granulated 

powdered sugar could blow around easily, placing them at the 

high end of dustiness level. 

Task duration - The last factor to consider in the upper 

section of the contamination pyramid is to measure the risk an 

operator will face is task duration. Short task durations are 

around 15 minutes; when people work with a compound for 

hours at time you’d classify that as long durations. 

Determining these factors will allow you to establish the 

exposure potential as EP 1, 2, 3, or 4 as seen in the pyramid 

below. 
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Why organizations use 

containment systems? 

First is to make sure that their 

personnel is protected from the active 

compound; that they will not be sick 

or harmed in any way by the potent 

substance. The person responsible 

for ensuring that safety has to 

evaluate handling and producing 

processes of products such as 

certain powders, hormones, cyto-

toxic or radio-pharmaceuticals. 

Containment solutions are also 

needed because of legal 

requirements and the obligation to 

comply with Health and Safety at 

Work regulations. Organizations 

such as Medicines and Healthcare 

products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) 

or the FDA in US may require such 

systems depending on the type of 

products being handled. 

The third main reason is control of 

migration. When weighing and 

dispensing a powder in one room, the 

containment solution you employ will 

help make sure the powder doesn’t 

travel into another room. Controlling 

the work environments will enhance 

the safety and protection of every 

employee. 
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SMEPAC (Standardized 

Measurement of 

Equipment Particulate 

Airborne Concentration) 

International Society for 

Pharmaceutical Engineering (ISPE) 

guideline SMEPAC (Standardized 

Measurement of Equipment 

Particulate Airborne Concentration) 

defines the test processes and 

parameters needed to assess the 

different levels of containment 

required throughout a plant. 

The ISPE Good Practice Guide: 

Assessing the Particulate 

Containment Performance of 

Pharmaceutical Equipment shall be 

adopted to provide technical 

guidance and consistent 

methodologies for evaluating the 

particulate containment 

performance (particulate 

emissions) of equipment and 

systems. Specifically, the Guide 

provides a methodology to derive 

data associated with handling of 

pharmaceutical ingredients that is 

useful in the assessment of 

potential risks. 
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Step – 2: After you established that you will have to 

determine the Occupational limit (OEL) for the specific 

product. The limits are broken into bands corresponding 

with quantities allowed per cubic meter of space, labelled  

A-F. Usually the product itself will list its band level. Now you 

can find the best and most suitable control strategy. Knowing 

the exposure potential and band level, you can read 

horizontally to find the recommended strategy. 

Containment Strategy 3               

(CS 3) 

A Down-cross booth or 

unidirectional air-flow booth system 

is used in combination with an extra 

barrier to contain the contaminants 

within a defined area, this could 

typically involve:- 

• Glove tent 

• Glove bag with Flexible 

isolator 

• Continuous linear system 

All Equipment shall have Wash/ 

detoxification in place facility.  

Containment Strategy 4               

(CS 4) 

Open transfer or handling of 

hazardous materials take place 

within an isolator. 

Containers of process material may 

be placed in or removed from the 

isolator only in a way that does not 

compromise the integrity of the 

containment it provides. 

High integrity Split-butterfly valve 

with rigid container outside the 

barrier. Split valve with integral 

extraction system to be used. It 

should utilize an extraction 

process, to minimize the level of 

airborne contamination during the 

valve undocking sequence. The 

extraction requirement should be 

designed to be adaptable with 

existing onsite air handling 

systems.  

 

All Equipment shall have Wash/ 

detoxification in place facility. 

Containment Strategy 5               

(CS 5) 

Closed transfer or handling of 

hazardous material s takes place 

within the isolator. 

This is similar to CS 4 with 

exception that open transfer is not 

permitted even within the 

enclosure. The operator using 

glove ports attaches the closed 

container directly to the access port 

for the process and then opens the 

valve to effect the transfer of 

material. 

Split valve employing sealed gap 

with simultaneous purge and 

extraction can be used. During the 

undocking step a sealed cavity is 

created between the Active and 

Passive interface. The purge and 

extraction process is synchronized 

to remove traces of particles that 

can potentially become airborne 

once the valve is fully undocked. 

 

All Equipment shall have Wash/ 

detoxification in place facility.  
*CS 1 and CS 2 are simple and not covered 


